Helix Education is an online program manager (OPM) in the higher education space. They specialize in helping colleges and universities across the nation thrive – maximizing enrollment growth across the post-traditional student lifecycle.

**OBJECTIVES**

- Engage students from the enrollment process all the way through to graduation
- Move prospective students from one journey stage to the next
- Measure campaign success and uncover patterns to fine-tune content strategy and improve student retention
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- **23%** Increase in Enrollment
- **21%** Increase in Funnel Conversion
- **48%** 3-Year OPM Program Growth Rate

> Marketo takes engagement marketing to a whole new level of sophistication and precision – ensuring our students receive timely, relevant, and high-value communications throughout the entire student lifecycle.”
CHALLENGE: A DIVERSE STUDENT BASE CALLS FOR PERSONALIZED ENGAGEMENTS AT SCALE

Helix manages all online marketing initiatives, enrollment, and retention operations for more than 100 degree programs across its client base. Because of their tuition-share revenue alignment with their partners, “recruiting a new student is just as important as keeping a student motivated through to graduation”, reports Abigail McKenzie, Vice President of Enrollment Management at Helix.

However, the marketing team faced a unique challenge because of the extensive diversity within their student base. Across their OPM partnerships, they engage with hundreds of thousands of prospective and current students, each of whom comes from different walks of life, faces different challenges, and is inspired by different things.

SOLUTION: STAGE-BASED COMMUNICATIONS ENGAGE STUDENTS FROM ENROLLMENT THROUGH TO GRADUATION

“We with Marketo, we can communicate with students as individuals and truly understand their motivations, obstacles, and interests. Every communication received is uniquely tailored to that student, keeping them motivated and moving forward through to graduation,” shares Eric Olsen, Associate Vice President of Marketing at Helix.

Making this possible is the seamless integration between Helix’s proprietary technology built on Microsoft Dynamics and Marketo, allowing them to leverage student data to execute both stage-based and calendar-based communications.

“We with Marketo we can, in real-time, identify where a student may not be advancing through the funnel, whether they have spoken to an enrollment coach, signed an acceptance letter or attended their first day of class. We can then trigger messaging based on personalized motivations and barriers which have proven most helpful to get students to the next phase in their academic journey”, shares Eric.

In addition to stage-based communications, the Helix team has also become much more attuned and responsive to content consumption, making sure students only receive the content they really need and want.

We needed an elegant, efficient and automated way to engage students not only through the enrollment process but all the way through to graduation,”
-Abigail McKenzie, Vice President of Enrollment Management at Helix
HOW WE WON TOGETHER: MARKETING EFFORTS BOOSTS STUDENT ENROLLMENT RATES ACROSS ALL UNIVERSITY PARTNERS

With the new marketing strategy and Marketo in place, Helix has developed programs and campaigns that meet measurable commitments across OPM partnerships. Since the implementation, Helix has been able to attribute their marketing efforts to the following partner-wide results:

• 23% YOY enrollment lift across all partners
• 21% improved conversion rate from inquiry to start across all partners

In a specific case, Helix reported up to 30.43% YOY enrollment lift and a 49.60% qualified inquiry to start conversion rate improvement. Additionally, the marketing team continues to see improvement in time-to-value when it comes to program execution and getting communications out to their students.

“Marketo helps us optimize our content strategy and prioritize the most impactful content at the ideal stage and cadence so that we don’t slow down the natural momentum of our students”
-Katie Van Hazelen, Content Strategist at Helix.

Our comfort with the tool is what makes us excited about Marketo. Rich feature functionality such as program cloning and tokens make it easy to deploy beautiful email programs in minutes - just today I created an entire new program and sent out an email in less than 20 minutes”
-Katie Van Hazelen, Content Strategist at Helix.